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Abstract: Psychoanalysis is the study of human nature and personality. The purpose of this research 

is to find the personality of main character and the factor of personality development in Webtoon 

Bastard. This research used descriptive qualitative method by Creswell. The analysis was started by 

explaining the id, ego and super-ego by Sigmund Freud in Calvin S. Hall (1954), identifying with the 
factor of personality development by Kuravati and Malipatil (2017) and making conclusion. The results 

of the analysis showed that there are eleven data in this thesis which include the structural personality 

(id, ego and super-ego). The researcher found some factors that indicated to development of Ah Jins’s 
personality that are Hoarding from individual factor and physical environment, family environment, 

cultural environment and social role from environment. Ah Jin can Fight his biggest fear to save the 

woman he loves. This Webtoon has some messages about the desire of child. Therefore, the researcher 

suggested the next researcher to do further research. This research also expected to enrich the 

knowledge of the reader about psychoanalysis.  

  

Keywords: ego, id, factor influence personality development, Moana, psychoanalysis, superego  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Psychoanalysis is the study of human nature and personality. This theory is developed by 

Sigmund Freud in Calvin S. Hall (1954). Every human has personality itself. It is not only 

have one trait, but diverse of personality. Human have three mental system that are id 
(pleasure), ego (act, behaviour) and super-ego (moral, ethical, values, parental). It can be 

assumed that the nature and behaviour of people is carried out on the basis of motives without 

being aware or on the basis of thoughts, feelings, tend to do without conscious and partly 

being conscious. The essential of studying psychoanalytic science is that we can find out how 

human character or ourselves when doing things unconsciously. 

 

According to Sigmund Freud in Syawal and Helaluddin (2018), the life of the soul has three 

levels of consciousness, namely conscious, preconscious, and unconscious. This topography 

or awareness map is used to describe the elements of awareness in every mental event such as 

thinking and fantasizing. Until the 1920s, theories about psychological conflict only involved 

these three elements of consciousness. It was only in 1923 that Freud introduced three other 

structural models, namely the id, ego and superego.Bastard is one of Webtoon story which 

popular in 2015-2017. Bastard talks about a high school boy named Jin Seon and his fath er, 

Dongsoo Seon, who is a CEO of a big company. Jin is the only child in the family, while his 

mother died when Jin was a young boy. The truth is, this father and son relationship is not 

only as a parent and a child, but also a serial killer and an accomplice. They have worked 

well together since Jin was a little boy. Despite the close relationship between the killer and 
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his accomplice, they do not have a good relationship as father and son. Jin really hates his 

father; he even calls his father evil since Dongsoo makes him become an accomplice. While 

actually, Dongsoo does the best thing he can as a father. He provides everything Jin needs 

and wants, but those actions cannot bring him closer to Jin. In the end, both of them should 

face a rough way to reach understanding in between. 

Jin Seon’s personality is selected as the research object.   

The researcher was conducted this research based on some research problems and objectives. 

The research problems are how are the id, ego and super-ego of main character in Webtoon 
Bastard? And what factors affect id, ego and super-ego of main character in the Webtoon 

Bastard? Moreover, the objective of this study was to explain the id, ego and super-ego of 

main character in the Webtoon Bastard. Another exploration was to describe the affect id, ego 
and super-ego of main character in the Webtoon Bastaed.   The researcher regarded the 

research issues raised to limited variables. The researcher restricted to psychoanalysis of Jin 

Seon and the factor affected the psychoanalytic of Jin Seon. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

 

Psyconalysis 

 

The psychological theory that is often used in researching on a literary work is psychoanalysis 

put forward by Sigmund Freud. The world of literary psychology research initially used Freud's 

theory, namely psychoanalytic theory. personality psychology is descriptive in the form of a 

systematic and easy-to-understand organizational description of behavior. No behavior just 

happens without reason. In Sigmund Freud's psychoanalysis, personality is seen as a structure 

consisting of three elements or systems, namely the id, ego, and superego. These three 

psychological domains seem to be the basis for literary psychology research 

 

 Id   

 Id is a one of formation of human personality to give a pleasure in humans. In short, id only 

thought about enjoyment and pleasure. Basically, id has appeared since people were born. 

Besides, id also called as Primary Process or can be interpreted as the working of unconscious 

process. Freud in Calvin (1954:22) the aim of pleasure principles is to rid the person of tension. 

This response can be assumes that every people want happiness. It means every people often 

doing things that make them happy only to satisfy themselves. It stated that Id tent to appear in 

humans to look for a pleasure.   

 

Ego 

Ego is personality system that act as individual director to reality object and carry out the 

functions based on reality. Ego as the executive apparatus of personality, regulates and 

controls the Id and Super-ego also builds relationships with the outside world for the sake of 

the overall personality along with its long-term needs. Freud in Lapsey (2012) First, ego 

begins to describe not only as an impersonal “apparatus” whose function is to de-tension the 

biological strivings of the organism or as a “device” for mastering excitations, but rather as a 
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personal self. Second, development is Freud’s tentative hypothesis that ego development 

entails the renunciation of narcissistic selflove in favour of the idealization or aggrandizement 

of cultural and ethical ideals, which is represented to the child by the influence of parents. 

 

 

Super-ego 

Super-ego is about value, rules, ethical and moral of personality system. It is also involved 

good or bad things of what people want or what people do. The super-ego works is reverse 

from id’s works. Super-ego is moral aspects of personality because it is specify about what 

something true or false, appropriate or not, so as someone can act something with moral of 

society. According to Freud in Calvin (1954: 81) fear of punishment and desire to approval 

make children identify themselves with parents moral advises. Identify of parents obtain to 

super-ego formation.   

 

Factors that influences the Human Psyche 

The human psyche can be influenced by many things. There are several opinions 

from psychologists regarding the factors that affect the human psyche.Rakhmat 

(2007), mentions the importance of personal factors in determining social and 

community interactions. However, Edward Ross, a sociologist, emphasized that 

situational and social factors primarily shape individual behavior. factors that affect 

the human psyche, namely:  

 

Biological Factors 

Biological factors influence all human activities. Human biological inheritance determines the 

psyche. The psychology that is innate in humans,is not the influence of the environment 

Rakhmat (2007) Biological drives or factors are generally rooted in physical condition. In 

general, these biological factors arise because there is no balance or what is called homeostasis. 

If this balance is disturbed, then there is an effort or urge to find or hold this balance. 

Physiological mechanisms to maintain this balance are equipped with regulators or motivated 

behavior   

Sociopsychological factors {the motive of Love} 

Being able to love and be loved is essential for personality. People want to be accepted in 

their group as a member voluntarily and not voluntarily. The warmth of friendship, the 

sincerity of affection, and the warm acceptance of others are what humans need. Various 

studies prove that the need for affection that is not met will lead to bad human behavior, 

people become aggressive, lonely, frustrated, and commit suicide 

 

Behavioral situational factors 

In addition to personal factors, situational factors also greatly affect the human 

psyche. Situational factors are factors that come from outside the individual. 
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Social Factors 

The system of roles defined in a society, group and organizational structures, 

population characteristics, are the social factors that govern human behavior. 

 

 

 

Factors that encourage and reinforce psychiatric behavior 

psychiatric behavior Situational constraints affect the feasibility of performing certain 

behaviors. 

 

Webtoon Bastard 

 

   
 

Plot 

The story revolves around Jin Seon, a highschool kid who was an accomplice with his serial 

killer dad. As Jin Seon falls in love with a girl who was next target spotted by his father. Here 

is an psychological thriller by Hwang Youngchan which tells this tale about predator, prey and 

the saviour. 

 

Character 

 

• Jin Seon 

Since Jin never experienced normal life neither had any friends, he grew up totally on 

his own. Even though he is an accomplice to a serial killer, Jin is an easy target for 

bullies. He is like one of the weakest protagonist I've ever encountered in under any 

series. He has a fake eye-ball and has several other issues regarding his right arm and 

internal organ because of the damage he received from the fall from his building when 

he was a child. Despite of his injuries he has a scary side too and has been called" 

crazy" in a crazy sense by several characters. Since he has always been alone, he is 

pretty sensitive for his only friends. 

• Manny Kim 

Despite of being the biggest Bully in the school, Manny Kim finds Jin an interesting 

fellow and soon becomes a secret friend of his. Manny had a perfect life of luxury, he 

was famous at school, heir of a multi-national company, good at study and utterly 
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strong. It did not appeared like this in the beginning but Manny Kim actually showed 

his utter importance in the series for like a whole arc he's been the star. You might 

deslike him in the beginning but you'll come to eventually like him. Even though he is 

involved in different sort of illegal activities, Manny Kim has shown his kind hearted 

side as well 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Kyun Yoon 

She is that character of this series who turns the life of the protagonist totally upside 

downzo. Unlike Jin, she's extremely poor, social and low tempered. She lives a very 

unfortunate life, she's not informed about her mother well, his caring father dies of a 

sickness leaving her in depth and loan sharks chasing her and she also holds the 

responisibility of taking care of her old grandfather who has the mind of a toddler. 

Despite all that, Kyun has been given a pretty positive personality and care a lot about 

others. This series is basically all about her survival. 

• Dong Seon 

Lets say, if some word about Barack Obama being a serial killer is out. Who will 

believe that? Which officer will dare to investigate him? Can someone even gather 

evidence against someone that strong? Barack Obama has been proven a very generous 

man who has contributed not only his country but the whole world; him being a serial 

killer is far too hard to digest. Just like him, Dongsoo Seon is a CEO of a really big 

company, who has made just a lot donations and his manner of speech will definitely 

melt you. He has an outstanding charisma around him and noticed to be very 

handsome for his age. Even though he is a serial killer, he does have standards. His 

choice of women is mostly the same not only the appearance but their personality too. 

It's pretty hard to look through his plots since he is pretty obssessed with his reputation 

as well and, considers being innocent and not being caught is the same thing. He does 

not care about his son but he seems to be quite obssessed with controlling him and 

make sure to keep him safe. As it has been said, he is not good at fighting but, since he 

has no respect for human life he is a really dangerous man. 
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METHOD 

This research used descriptive qualitative research method from Creswell by using library 

research and browsing. The researcher used the library research in gathering the data. The data 

source, the researcher chose Webtoon Bastard. In this Webtoon,  

the main character’s personality is more Defender in the explanation of psychological structure. 

The research data are action, dialogues (utterance) and situation which show the psychoanalytic 

personality of main character in the Webtoon Bastard.    

The data collection technique used were; first, Read the Webtoon Bastard to get 

understand, to check and collect the data of psychoanalytic personality of the main character. 

Second, Screenshoting the scenes of story refer to the data. Third, Selecting the scenes 

(utterances, acting and situations) that indicate psychoanalytic structure of main character. The 

last, noting down the data in the table of data collection.  

To analyse, it used three steps from experts, these are explaining the data based on the 

psychoanalytic structure in the Webtoon Bastard by using theory from Freud in Calvin (1954). 

Psychoanalytic structure that are id, ego, super-ego. Identifying the factors that influence the 

emergence of psychological aspects  of Jin Seon, the researcher used the theory from Rakhmat 

(2007), then making conclusions.   

 

 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION  

A. Psychological Findings of  the Main Character in Webtoon Bastard 

In this chapter, the researcher presents psychological findings about the main 

character id,ego,superego  and what part is dominant in controlling the main 

character's thoughts in making every decision. 
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Data 1 

 

[pic1]Jin Seon took the hammer that is hidden behind the photo 

[pic2] after carrying out the action Jin Seon was seen sitting next to the 

tutor's corpse 

Jin Seon : ...Ma’am. 

The tutor : yeah ? 

Jin Seon : i need to use the bathroom for a minute. 

The tutor : ah,sure. Hury back~! We’ve still got a lot more to study today! 

Jin Seon : ...OKAY. 

The tutor : what was that sound, Jin? 

Jin Seon : Uh...it’s nothing.... 

 

This data showed that jin seon want to kill the tutor using a hammer hidden 

behind a photo frame. Here, the id appeared. The tutor was waiting for Ah 

Jin in the living room, and suddenly Ah Jin hit the teacher with a hammer. 

In the picture, we can see after Ah Jin kill the tutor and he was afraid, but not 

afraid because he had killed the tutor, Jin Seon was confused, about which 

will she choose, following the id or the super-ego. Finally, Ah Jin chose to 

kill the tutor. This action of Jin Seon is called ego.  
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Data 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[pic1] Jin seon  sees a 

leaflet advertising 

about looking for 

tutors that his father used to find his next target 

[pic2] Jin Seon tore the advertisement leaflet 

 

This data showed that  jin seon saw the job vacancy flyer that his father had 

made to find his next target, here Jin Seon’s super-ego appeared he wanted 

to tear the leaflet because he wanted to stop being his father's accomplice but 

Id appeared jin seon hesitated because he was afraid of being found out by 

his father but ego controlled id and jin seon tore up the job vacancy sheet, 

this action is called the superego  

Data 3 

Teacher : Jin. Your father says he’s almost here. I’ll stay here untill he 

arrives. 

Jin seon : Who did you say... is coming? 

Teacher : Your father , he said he’s almost here, 

Jin seon : GET OUT. 

Kyun yuun : ...!? huh? 

Jin seon : you’re the transfer student ... kyun yoon right?.. I SAID GET OUT. 

Kyun yuun : W-what the hell? I SAVED YOU...! 

Jin seon : I SAID SCREW OFF!!! 

 

This data showed that  jin seon was helped by a new transfer student who 

had just moved to the same school as jin seon and accidentally saw jin seon 

being bullied and kyun Yuun reported the teacher, that jin seon was brought 

to the school medical room by the teacher, and when the teacher tells Jin 

Seon that his father will come, Jin Seon panics because his father will see 

Kyun Yuun and will make Kyun Yuun his next target because Kyun Yuun 

has the characteristics of a woman his father likes namely long and red hair, 

Jin Seon panics here Jin Seon chases Kyun away by yelling at him and 
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kicking him out by force and making Kyun Yuun offended because he had 

helped Jin Seon but was rewarded with yelling, but behind that Jin Seon's 

intentions were good to help Kyun so that he wouldn’t become a target to 

satisfy his father's psychopathic nature, this action was called the superego 

Data 4 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[pic1] Jin Seon finds 

Kyun Yuun being beaten 

by a customer at the bar 

he visited with Manny Kim 

[pic2] Without Jin Seon realizing it, his body reflexes to help Kyun Kyun 

 

This data showed when Jin Seon was out for a walk with Manny Kim he 

accidentally met Kyun Yuun who had just worked at the bar that Jin Seon 

visited, when he saw Kyun being hit by a customer of the bar, at first Jin 

Seon didn't want to help but without realizing it suddenly his body moved 

like flowing water to help kyun. Jin Seon's action is called superego because 

he helps Kyun and sympathizes because Kyun has helped him when he was 

bullied 

 

Data 5 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : Right now i’m in a meeting with a bussines 

partner , and he has a very pretty personal assistant. 

Jin seon : ...what? 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : She looks... remarkably like your mother. But you 

know...since i’m business partner with the buyer, it’s very difficult to do 

anything to that girl. I REALLY WANT TO HANG HER UP.THOUGH. 

Jin seon : what are you trying to say!? 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : How about this? If u help me....’i might be wiling 

to let kyun go.’ 

Jin seon : I’ll do it. This is the last time, seriously the last time,........ what do 

i have to do? 
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This data showed that Jin Seon's father wanted a woman to be the target of 

his psychopath and he offered Jin Seon to help him get that woman and he 

promised to release Kyun Yuun as his target, and Jin Seon agreed to his 

father's agreement and would do what his father said and with a condition 

this is the last murder he will do and after that he will go and start a new life, 

Jin Seon's actions are ego because he fulfills his needs (by saving Kyun Yuun 

by killing the woman his father wanted)  

 

Data 6. 

 

[pic1] Jin Seon wants to kill the woman who has kidnapped and planned to kill 

Kyun Yuun 

[pic2] but suddenly jin seon stopped when kyun yuun stared at him 

 

This data showed that kyun Yuun is being kidnapped and wants to be killed 

by his co-workers who are jealous of Kyuun's beauty and all the attention 

she gets, but when she kidnaps Kyun, Jin Seon comes and without jin 

realizing the woman beats Jin unconscious and sees kyun and he was tied up 

and wanted to be killed, but Jin was able to overcome and escape from the 

situation and avenge him and wanted to kill the woman and at that moment 

Kyuun woke up and saw Jin wanted to finish the woman with a hammer, but 

his sharp gaze stared to Jin Seon, like speaking through Jin Seon's heart not 

to commit violence or Kyun who will be the first to beat Jin Seon if he turns 

into a criminal, and instantly Jin Seon stops this incident being called 

superego because Jin Seon puts aside his ego (revenge ) listen to kyun not to 

commit crimes because what jin does is to protect kyuun( superego ) 
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Data 7  

Jin Seon Mom : Jin... 

Jin seon : What are we doing here mommy ? The doctor are all running 

around looking for you 

Jin Seon Mom : Did you...you call daddy ? 

Jin seon : Y-yeah with public phone 

Jin seon Mom : ....I TOLD YOU NOT TO DO THAT!!!! 

Jin seon : I miss daddy.... 

Jin seon Mom : He’s not your daddy... he’s a demon... 

 

In this data, the id of Jin Seon appeared when he wanted to be with his father, 

but his Mother banned Jin Seon to stay away from his father. The researcher 

assumed that her Mother ban said a super-ego for Jin Seon. The id of Jin 

Seon did not fulfill, therefore Jin Seon felt sad and disappointed (it is called 

ego). If the id cannot follow the desire, people can do anything beyond the 

control of the ego. This factor is because Jin Seon’s mom doesn’s want him 

to turn into a psycopath just like his father. 

 

B. Factors that influence the psychological aspects of the main character in the 

Webtoon Bastard 

The emergence of psychological symptoms in the character Jin Seon 

in Webtoon Bastard is influenced by many factors. In general, the 

influencing factors are personal factors and situational factors. Personal 

factors are factors that come from within the individual itself. The 

situational factors are factors that come from outside the individual. The 

following are the factors that affect the character of Jin Seon 

psychologically. 

1. Biological Factors 

Jin Seon's condition which is different from the people around him 

makes Jin Seon feel insecure. And feeling weak against himself, who 

is so different from his other friends, makes him feel isolated and 

considered abnormal. That's what gave rise to Jin Seon's desire to 

exercise so he won't be bullied and become strong to fight his father. 

Pann Han : What The F**K are you looking at, LOSER ? 

  Do i need to beat that attitude outta you? 

Jin Seon : .......... 

Beau Park : You’d better watch yourself , F**KING glass-eye Emo  

  Freak. 

Pann Han : Hey~ Hey ~ dont hit hishead too hard now ,what if his  

eyeball pop out~  
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Beau Park : AH...TRUE. my bad HHAHAHA..... 

 

Im practically Invisible at this School...School Is jungle Manny Kimis 

a lion at the head of the food chain. The stronggest of all who never 

looks at a guy like me.Pann Han is like a wolf wandering by his side. 

He doesn’t directly harass me. But he could devour me at any moment 

.Beau park is a hyena. He poses a very real threat tome. And he’s a 

pathethic coward who takes out his repressed urges on me because 

im weaker than him. And me..... i’m just a weak herbivore at the very 

bottom of this jungle They’re a scary group of guys, because they’re 

stronger than me and they can put me in danger , but they don’t have 

what it takes to really scare me. Because im living with a DEVIL. My 

dad is a murderer , I WANT TO WIN . than this despicable murderer 

. 

2. Sociopsychological Factors 

Jin Seon fought his father to protect Kyun from becoming the next 

target to become his father's psychopathic satisfaction, until he was 

willing to fight his father even to the point that Jin Seon committed 

another murder so that his father would let Kyun go, because Jin Seon 

loves Kyun because Jin Seon has never had friends and has not no 

one ever noticed him even friends at school no one thought he existed 

but he got all of that when he was with kyun he was willing to do 

anything for kyun's safety 

 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : Right now i’m in a meeting with a bussines 

partner , and he has a very pretty personal assistant. 

Jin seon : ...what? 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : She looks... remarkably like your mother. 

But you know...since i’m business partner with the buyer, it’s very 

difficult to do anything to that girl. I REALLY WANT TO HANG HER 

UP.THOUGH. 

Jin seon : what are you trying to say!? 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : How about this? If u help me....’i might be 

wiling t olet kyun go.’ 

Jin seon : I’ll do it. This is the last time, seriously the last time,........ 

what do i have to do? 

 

3. Behavioral situation factors 

After kyun helped jin when he was bullied jin seon fainted and was 

taken by the teacher to the student health unit room after a while jin 

seon realized he saw kyun and wanted to thank him but before he said 
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it the teacher jin came and told his father would come. Instantly Jin 

panicked and changed. He tried to drive Kyun away until he screamed 

and scolded Kyun harshly 

 

Teacher : Jin. Your father says he’s almost here. I’ll stay here untill 

he arrives. 

Jin seon : Who did you say... is coming? 

Teacher : Your father , he said he’s almost here, 

Jin seon : GET OUT. 

Kyun yuun : ...!? huh? 

Jin seon : you’re the transfer student ... kyun yoon right?.. I SAID 

GET OUT. 

Kyun yuun : W-what the hell? I SAVED YOU...! 

Jin seon : I SAID SCREW OFF!!! 

 

4. Social Factors 

When he was little Jin Seon had an accident falling from the top floor 

of the hospital so he had to wear a prosthetic eye made of glass in one 

of his eyes and an artificial valve in his heart, and also had many 

metal pins and plates in his body, thus making Jin seon is a weak 

child and this difference makes him alienated and ostracized in his 

social life and prefers to be alone because he is used to not having 

friends 

 

Im practically Invisible at this School...School Is jungle Manny Kimis 

a lion at the head of the food chain. The stronggest of all who never 

looks at a guy like me.Pann Han is like a wolf wandering by his side. 

He doesn’t directly harass me. But he could devour me at any moment 

.Beau park is a hyena. He poses a very real threat tome. And he’s a 

pathethic coward who takes out his repressed urges on me because 

im weaker than him. And me..... i’m just a weak herbivore at the very 

bottom of this jungle 

 

5. Factors that encourage and reinforce psychiatric behavior 

When Jin felt cornered by pressure from his father who threatened 

him, Jin, who was initially stressed and felt hopeless and wanted to 

give up, immediately convinced himself that he could and no matter 

what and even harmed himself he would still protect Kyun. 

 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : Hello. 
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Jin seon : I’m running away from home , i’d like to ask you 

something.....What is it about kyun that you like so much? 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) :........ what about you? 

Jin seon : She’s pretty. 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) :......!! 

Jin seon : You asked me before , remember ? if i “ found “ a girl. 

Well, i found one, her name’s Kyun Yoon , She’s in the  same grade 

and school as me, and she’s really pretty and kind,.. 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : what are you doing....? 

Jin seon : You tried to kill me, But she save my life 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) :........ 

Jin seon : Keep your hands off her. 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : !! 

Jin seon : If you so much as lay a finger one her with those filthy 

hands, I’LL CUT YOUR HANDS RIGHT OFF. 

Dongsoo seon (Jin’s dad) : Have you gone insane ?? 

 

CONCLUSION  

Through the psychoanalytic theory developed by Sigmund Freud which divides the 

personality system into 3 namely id, ego, and superego, it can be concluded that the 

psychological aspect of Jin Seon is very strong. Based on the data obtained, namely 7 

sentence data containing the psychological aspects of the Jin Seon character, almost all of 

the data has Superego aspects. This shows that the ego of Jin Seon can meet the Superego 

of Jin Seon. This shows that even though Jin Seon is someone who often commits murder 

to help his father he still has the feeling of wanting to protect the people he loves and stop 

and fight his father who made him an accomplice in the murder 

The emergence of psychological symptoms in the character Jin seon in Webtoon 

Bastard is influenced by many factor,. the factors that influence the psychology of Jin Seon's 

character are: Biological Factors ,sociopsychological factors ,Behavioral situation factors 

,Social Factors,Factors that encourage and reinforce psychiatric behavior. 
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